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Abstract— As the significant error sources influencing the
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) positioning, naviga-
tion, and timing (PNT) services, ionospheric delay and satellite
hardware delay should be properly calibrated. Particularly, the
pseudorange observable-specific signal bias (OSB) is convenient
and can be directly corrected in the raw pseudorange mea-
surement. In this work, we present a novel single-frequency
ionospheric-free-half precise point positioning (PPP) (SFPPP2)
approach for ionospheric studies, in which the ionospheric
vertical total electron content (VTEC) and satellite OSB are
isolated from the slant ionospheric observables by means of the
ionospheric multilayer mapping function (MF). The computation
and parameterization methods of the ionospheric VTEC and
satellite pseudorange OSB are present. To validate the effective-
ness and reliability of the novel method, we investigate and com-
pare the performance of the single-frequency ionospheric-float
PPP (SFPPP1), SFPPP2, and dual-frequency ionospheric-float
PPP (DFPPP1) solutions for ionosphere sensing. The analytical
results indicate that the novel approach can extract the slant
ionospheric observables with the accuracy of submeters. The
accuracy of the estimated ionospheric VTEC by the single-
frequency PPP approaches is in the submeter level, which exhibits
a slightly worse accuracy than that from the dual-frequency PPP
solution. The estimated ionospheric VTEC accuracy is improved
with the multilayer MF compared with the single-layer MF. The
estimated BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) pseudorange
OSB with the proposed SFPPP2 approach is stable, reliable, and
of the high accuracy, and the rms’s with respect to Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS) product for C2I and C6I signals with
single-layer and multilayer MFs are 0.40, 0.41, 0.60, and 0.63 ns,
respectively. The proposed PPP approach can retrieve the VTEC
and satellite pseudorange OSB by mass-market receivers for the
GNSS users.

Index Terms— Multilayer mapping function (MF), observable-
specific signal bias (OSB), single-frequency precise point posi-
tioning (PPP), vertical total electron content (VTEC).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the resounding success of the Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System (GNSS) development, more than
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100 navigation satellites transmitting multiple frequencies with
various modulations are on-orbit now. The newly established
Beidou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) and Galileo sys-
tems, as well as the global positioning system (GPS) and
GLONASS, have experienced dramatic developments [1]–[3].
The integration of the multiple frequencies has become the
GNSS developing trend, which brings about more opportuni-
ties and challenges for ionosphere sensing and other GNSS
applications [4], [5]. The ionospheric regional and global
spatiotemporal characteristics can be investigated by GNSS
measurements due to their continuous observing features. The
multi-GNSS integration enables more viable satellites and,
thus, increases the ionospheric pierce point (IPP) distributing
density [6]. The GNSS-based ionosphere sensing has the
advantages of global coverage, high precision, all-weather
availability, and so on, which has been investigated for numer-
ous years [7], [8].

Ionospheric and hardware delays are the significant error
sources in the GNSS measurements. Single-frequency GNSS
users need the extra correction on account of the ionospheric
delay errors whose magnitude is tens of meters, in which
the precise positioning performance is directly affected. The
satellite differential code bias (DCB) is defined as the satellite
pseudorange hardware delay between the signals of different
tracking channels and frequencies, which is affected by the
factors of the temperature, hardware conditions, and so on [9].
The extracted ionospheric observables are usually coupled
with DCB due to the ionosphere dispersive characteristic.
The satellite DCB values, estimated in conjunction with the
ionosphere modeling or using the external prior ionosphere
information from the multifrequency GNSS measurements,
are routinely provided as the daily multi-GNSS DCB prod-
ucts from the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) [10], [11]. In fact, the
DCB corrections are relatively complex and inconvenient to
be adapted to the multi-GNSS and multifrequency scenar-
ios. The effective alternative method is to parametrize the
pseudorange bias in the undifferenced forms. The concept
of the pseudorange observable-specific signal bias (OSB) is
defined in both standard of the Radio Technical Commission
for Maritime Service and SINEX format 1.00 [12], [13]. The
OSB is more straightforward and can be directly corrected in
the raw measurement. The daily multi-GNSS OSB products
have been provided by the Center for Orbit Determination in
Europe (CODE) and CAS [14], [15].
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Generally, the carrier-to-code leveling (CCL) and precise
point positioning (PPP) are the two commonly used meth-
ods to extract the arc-by-arc slant ionospheric observables
encompassing the total electron content (TEC), as well as
the receiver and satellite hardware delays [16], [17]. In the
CCL technique, the absolute but noisy observables are aligned
by the ambiguous but precise carrier phase observables using
arc-by-arc dual-frequency measurements, and then, the slant
ionospheric observables are yielded. With sufficient available
observations, the pseudorange noise effect will significantly
decrease. However, the leveling errors arising from the mul-
tipath effect still evidently exist and cannot be eliminated in
the CCL method. With respect to the PPP, the dual-frequency
or multifrequency approaches are currently the state of the
art to sense the ionosphere with the external precise satellite
orbit and clock products. For instance, Shi et al. [18] esti-
mated the slant ionospheric observables and satellite DCB by
the dual-frequency ionosphere-float PPP (DFPPP1) and CCL
methods. Chen et al. [19] evaluated the accuracy, difference,
and usability of the slant ionospheric observables extracted
from the CCL, DFPPP1, and UofC PPP approaches. As the
ionospheric observables extracted from the dual-frequency
PPP with better accuracy have the identical form with the
values from the CCL, the PPP method has been widely applied
in the GNSS ionospheric studies [20], [21]. The two methods
are based on the hypothesis that the receiver DCB exhibits a
high degree of stability over a period of time or within one day.
However, this is not the case, and Li et al. [22] demonstrated
that the receiver DCB variations of the two consecutive
hours can reach the 9-ns magnitude. To avoid the effect of
the short-term variability of the receiver DCB, the modified
CCL (MCCL) method, in which the receiver DCB is estimated
when retrieving the ionospheric observables, is developed as
the alternative, simple, and effective method [23], [24]. The
MCCL is advantageous in which it can avoid the effect of
the leveling errors and enables to provide the receiver DCB
per epoch as the by-products. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [25]
proposed the dual-frequency ionosphere-float modified PPP
(MPPP) model considering the time-varying receiver DCB to
improve the PPP performance.

The aforementioned customary approaches apply the
dual-frequency or multifrequency measurements observed
from the geodetic-grade receivers to estimate the ionospheric
delay based on the ionospheric plasma anisotropy. However,
the single-frequency approach is more cost-effective than
the multifrequency approach as it can rely only on the
mass-market receiver. Zhang et al. [26] present the GPS
single-frequency ionosphere-float PPP (SFPPP1) method to
jointly estimate the ionospheric vertical TEC (VTEC) and
satellite DCB. Zhao et al. [27] extended the GPS SFPPP1
approach to the multi-GNSS scenarios. Li et al. [28] estimated
the ionospheric VTEC by the SFPPP1 approach using the
BDS-2 B1I data during the low and high sunspot periods. The
first contribution of this study is to present a novel single-
frequency ionosphere-free-half PPP (SFPPP2) approach to
extract the slant ionospheric observables. When the slant
ionospheric observables are available, the VTEC can be
estimated based on the ionospheric mapping function (MF).

The single-layer model (SLM) assumption is widely adopted
in the conversion of the slant TEC (STEC) and VTEC for
the sake of convenience, in which the VTEC is assumed to
be concentrated in the infinitesimal thickness shell at a fixed
height [29], [30]. However, the SLM is possible to cause the
error of tens of the vertical ranges due to the strong horizontal
gradients of the ionospheric ionization [31]. To reduce the
error of the MF, the multilayer MF is applied to estimate the
VTEC and satellite OSB [32]. This is the second contribution
of this work.

In this study, we present a novel SFPPP2 approach to esti-
mate the ionospheric VTEC and satellite pseudorange OSB.
The proposed approach applies to all GNSS systems, and we
use the BDS as the representative case to validate the method.
The SFPPP2 approach is evaluated together with the SFPPP1
and DFPPP1 approaches for comparison. The structure of
this study is organized as follows. First, the GNSS general
pseudorange and carrier phase observations are introduced.
Then, the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches are
addressed to extract the slant ionospheric observables and
estimate the ionospheric VTEC and satellite OSB. After intro-
ducing the processing strategies and the experimental data, the
performance of the VTEC and BDS satellite OSB estimates
is analyzed. Finally, conclusions are given.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Observation Equations

The GNSS undifferenced pseudorange and carrier phase
observables of the satellite s for the receiver r on epoch t
read [33]⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
ps

r, j(t) = ρs
r (t) + dtr (t) − dts(t) + T s

r (t) + μ j

·I s
r,1(t) + dr, j − ds

, j + εs
p, j(t)

φs
r, j (t) = ρs

r (t) + dtr (t) − dts(t) + T s
r (t) − μ j

·I s
r,1(t) + br, j − bs

, j + Ns
r, j (t) + εs

φ, j(t)

(1)

where ps
r, j(t) and φs

r, j (t) denote the pseudorange and carrier
phase observations; ρs

r (t) denotes the receiver and satellite
geometrical range; dtr (t) and dts(t) are the receiver and
satellite clock offsets; T s

r (t) denotes the tropospheric delay due
to the neutral atmosphere; I s

r,1(t) denotes the slant ionospheric
delay of the first frequency signal; μ j = f 2

1 / f 2
j denotes the

frequency-dependent multiplier factor, where f j is the j th
frequency; dr, j and ds

, j denote the receiver and satellite pseudo-
range instrumental delays; br, j and bs

, j denote the carrier phase
hardware delays; Ns

r, j (t) denotes the integer ambiguity; and
εs

p, j(t) and εs
φ, j(t) denote the pseudorange and carrier phase

measurement noise, including multipath.

B. SFPPP1: Single-Frequency Ionosphere-Float PPP Model

In the SFPPP1 model, the slant ionospheric delay is esti-
mated as the unknown parameter. Generally speaking, when
the receiver coordinates are known, we can fix the receiver
position to extract the ionospheric delay for better model
strength, and thus, there is no estimation of the coordinate
increment. Provided that the satellite DCB is unavailable, the
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SFPPP1 model for the j th frequency observations reads [34][
PSF1, j

�SF1, j

]
= [

e2 ⊗ Mr , e2m, μ j · n2 ⊗ Im, z2 ⊗ Im
] · ξ SF1

+
[

εPSF1, j

ε�SF1, j

]
, Qr ⊗ Qk (2)

where PSF1, j = [p1
r, j(t), . . . , pm

r, j (t)]T and �SF1, j =
[φ1

r, j (t), . . . , φ
m
r, j (t)]T denote the j th frequency observed

minus computed (OMC) pseudorange and carrier phase
observations vector; em denotes the m-row vector where
all values are 1; Mr = [m f 1

r, j (t), . . . , m f m
r, j (t)]T denotes

the tropospheric wet MF design matrix with respect to
the zenith wet delay (ZWD) ZWDr ; n2 = [1,−1]T ;
z2 = [0, 1]T ; Im denotes the m-dimension identity matrix;
ξSF1 = [ZWDr (t), dt̄r (t), τ , a1]T denotes the estimated
parameters of the SFPPP1 model; dt̄r (k) denotes the esti-
mated receiver clock; τ = [ Ī 1

r,1(t), . . . , Ī m
r,1(t)]T and a1 =

[N̄1
r, j (t), . . . , N̄m

r, j (t)]T denote the estimated ionospheric delay
and ambiguity vectors; εPSF1, j = [ε1

p, j(t), . . . , ε
m
p, j(t)]T and

ε�SF1, j = [ε1
φ, j(t), . . . , ε

m
φ, j (t)]T denote the measurement noise

vectors; Qr = diag(δ2
p, δ

2
φ) denotes the zenith direction

pseudorange and carrier phase observations precision matrix;
Qk denotes the cofactor matrix with respect to the elevation
diversity of m satellites; and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product
operation.

Easily understandingly, the raw single-frequency pseudor-
ange and carrier phase equations reveal the problem of rank
deficiency. The aforementioned SFPPP1 model is the full-
rank model after reparameterization. We re parameterize the
estimated receiver clock, ionospheric delay, and ambiguity
parameters of the SFPPP1 model as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dt̄r (t) = dtr (t) + dr, j − D1
1

Ī s
r,1(t) = I s

r,1(t) − μ−1
GF,12 · ds

,GF,12 + D1
1/μ j

N̄ s
r, j (t) = Ns

r, j (t) + br, j − bs
, j − dr,1

−μ j · μ−1
GF,12 · ds

,GF,12 + ds
,IF,12 + 2D1

1

D1
1 = dtr (1) + dr, j

(3)

where identifier with ¯ denotes the reparameterized operation;
operation (·)GF,i j = (·)i − (·) j denotes the geometry-free (GF)
combined operation for the i th and j th frequency signals;
and (·)IF,i j = −μ−1

GF,i j [μ j ,−μi ] · [(·)i , (·) j ]T = [αi j , βi j ] ·
[(·)i , (·) j ]T denotes the ionosphere-free combined operation
for the i th and j th frequency signals. D1

1 is introduced here to
make the parameter relationship clearer, including the receiver
clock with respect to the first epoch dtr (1).

C. SFPPP2: Single-Frequency Ionosphere-Free-Half PPP
Model

The SFPPP2 model is proposed as the novel approach in
this study to estimate the ionospheric VTEC and satellite OSB.
Transforming the observation equation of the SFPPP1 model
with the conversion matrix (1/2)eT

2 ⊗ Im , the SFPPP2 model
is established and reads [35], [36]

PSF2, j =
[

Mr , em,
1

2
Im

]
· ξSF2+εPSF2, j ,

1

4
eT

2 · Qr · e2 · Qk

(4)

where PSF2, j = (PSF1, j + �SF1, j/2) and ξSF2 =[
ZWDr (t), dt̄r (t), a1

]T
denotes the estimated parameters of

the SFPPP2 model.
To solve the rank deficiency problem in the SFPPP2 model,

the corresponding estimated reparameterized receiver clock
and ambiguity parameters read⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
dt̄r (t) = dtr (t) + 1

2
dr, j + 1

2
br, j − D1

1

N̄ s
r, j (t) = Ns

r, j (t) − ds
, j − bs

, j + 2ds
,IF,12 + 2D1

1

D1
1 = dtr (1) + 1

2
dr, j + 1

2
br, j .

(5)

As we can see, the SFPPP2 model cannot directly provide
the ionospheric observables, and we recover them with the
estimated ambiguity parameters. Apart from the estimated
ambiguity parameters, the integer ambiguity Ns

r, j (t) can also
be represented by the pseudorange and carrier phase observa-
tion, which reads

Ns
r, j (t)=φs

r, j (t)− ps
r, j(t)+2μ j · I s

r,1(t)+dr, j −ds
, j −br, j +bs

, j .

(6)

Substituting Ns
r, j (t) into the estimated ambiguity parameter

in (5), the ionospheric observables derived by the SFPPP2
model are given as

Ī s
r,1(t)

= −1

2
μ−1

j · [φs
r, j (t) − ps

r, j (t) − N̄ s
r, j (t)

]
= I s

r,1(t) − μ−1
GF,12 · ds

,GF,12 − 1

2
μ−1

j · [
br, j − dr, j − 2D1

1

]
.

(7)

As the raw pseudorange observations have larger noise,
the carrier phase observations can be utilized to smooth the
pseudorange observations in (6). Hence, the Hatch filter is
applied and expressed as [37]⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ps
r, j,sm(t) = ω(t) · ps

r, j(t)

+[1 − ω(t)] · ps
r, j,prd(t), t > 1

ps
r, j,prd(t) = ps

r, j,prd(t − 1)

+[
φs

r, j (t) − φs
r, j (t − 1)

]
, t > 1

ps
r, j,sm(0) = ps

r, j (0)

ω(t) = 1/t, t < M

ω(t) = 1/M, t ≥ M

(8)

where ps
r, j,sm(t) and ps

r, j,prd(t) denote the smooth and predicted
pseudorange observations. M denotes the smoothing constant
and is set as 20 in this study. Although the Hatch filter will
introduce the code-carrier divergence in the smoothed pseudo-
range observation, the effect of the code-carrier divergence is
less than the effect of the larger pseudorange noise.

D. DFPPP1: Dual-Frequency Ionosphere-Float PPP Model

When observing the number of m satellites tracking the i th
and j th frequency signals by the receiver, the DFPPP1 model
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is expressed as [20]
[

PDF1,i j

�DF1,i j

]
= [

e4 ⊗ Mr , e4m, n2 ⊗ μ2 ⊗ Im, z2 ⊗ I2m
] · ξDF1

+
[

εPDF1,i j

ε�DF1,i j

]
, q2 ⊗ Qr ⊗ Qm (9)

where PDF1,i j = [p1
r,i (t), p2

r,i (t), . . . , pm
r, j (t)]T ;

�DF1,i j = [φ1
r,i (t), φ

2
r,i (t), . . . , φ

m
r, j (t)]T ; ξDF1 =

[ZWDr (t), dt̄r (t), τ , a2]T ; μ2 = [μi , μ j ]T ; a2 =
[N̄1

r,i (t), N̄2
r,i (t), . . . , N̄m

r, j (t)]T ; q2 = diag(q2
i , q2

j ); and
qi denotes the observation noise ratio on the i th frequency.

The corresponding estimated parameters of the DFPPP1
model can be expressed as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dt̄r (t) = dtr (t) + dr,IF,i j

Ī s
r,1(t) = I s

r,1(t) − μ−1
GF,i j · ds

,GF,i j + μ−1
GF,i j · dr,GF,i j

N̄ s
r,ς (t) = Ns

r,ς (t) + br,ς − bs
,ς − dr,IF,i j

+ μς · μ−1
GF,i j · dr,GF,i j

−μς · μ−1
GF,i j · ds

,GF,i j , ς = i, j.

(10)

E. Ionospheric Modeling and Satellite OSB Estimation

The extracted slant ionospheric delays from the SFPPP1,
SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 models have unified forms, which reads

Ī s
r,1(t) = I s

r,1(t) − μ−1
GF,i j · ds

,GF,i j + 
 + εI (t)

= 40.28

f 2
1

· STECs
r (t) − μ−1

GF,i j · ds
,GF,i j + 
 + εI (t)

(11)

with


 =
{

(dtr (1) + dr, j )/μ j , SFPPP1, SFPPP2

μ−1
GF,i j · dr,GF,i j , DFPPP1.

(12)

We can see that the ionospheric observables from the
SFPPP1 model have the identical form with that from the
SFPPP2 model, and the counterpart from the DFPPP1 model
is different. In summary, the estimated ionospheric observables
can be viewed as the function of the STEC, satellite DCB, and
receiver hardware. The ionospheric MF that usually depends
on the satellite elevation is the obliquity factor to compute
the link of the VTEC and STEC. The single-layer MF is
established by assuming that the ionosphere shell is fixed at
a certain height. The corresponding obliquity factor of the
single-layer MF can refer to the literature [38], [39]. Compared
with the single-layer MF, the multilayer MF exhibits the fewer
mapping errors, in which the ionosphere structure is divided
into numerous thin shells [40]. The method of the multilayer
MF can refer to the literature [41].

With the help of ionospheric MF, the STEC can be viewed
as the function of the ionospheric VTEC value. To isolate
the absolute ionospheric VTEC value, the generalized trigono-
metric series function (GTSF) is commonly used in the local
ionosphere modeling, where the IPP VTEC is modeled as the
function of the geographical latitude and time, which can be

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE TWO SINGLE-FREQUENCY AND ONE
DUAL-FREQUENCY PPP MODELS FOR EXTRACTING THE

SLANT IONOSPHERIC OBSERVABLES

described as [42]⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

VTECr (ϕ, T ) =
2∑

n=0

2∑
m=0

{
Enm · (ϕ − ϕ0)

n · T m
}

+
4∑

k=0

{Ck · cos(k · T )+Sk · sin(k · T )}

T = 2π · (t − 14)

24
(13)

where ϕ and ϕ0 denote the IPP and receiver geographical
latitudes, respectively.

To isolate the pseudorange OSB values, the satellite DCB
in (14) is expressed as the function of the satellite pseudorange
OSB. Some specific constraints, including the zero-mean con-
stellation constraint and ionosphere-free combined constraint,
are also added in the adjustment solving to solve the rank-
deficient system, which can be written as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ds
,GF,i j = ds

,i − ds
, j

m∑
k=0

dk
,i = 0

m∑
k=0

dk
, j = 0

αi j · ds
,i + βi j · ds

, j = 0.

(14)

Hence, the ionospheric observables can be used to estimate
the ionospheric VTEC and the satellite pseudorange OSB.
Considering the effects of the satellite elevation and local
time factors, the ionospheric observable weight in the VTEC
modeling can be expressed as [15]

p = 1 + 1
2

[
cos

(
t−2
12 π

) − 1
]

1 + cos2 E
(15)

where p denotes the ionospheric observable weight.

F. Comparison of PPP Methods

Table I summarizes the differences and similarities of the
three PPP methods, including the number of observations and
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the 77 selected MGEX stations tracking the BDS
signals.

unknown parameters, degrees of freedom, and the biases in
the estimated ionospheric observables. For the two single-
frequency PPP methods, the degrees of freedom are the same.
As some of the estimated parameters are linearly depen-
dent, the design matrices of the two models have column
rank deficiency. To obtain unique estimated parameters, the
corresponding parameters are reparameterized to reconstruct
the full rank model. Hence, the number of the unknowns
is larger than the number of observations, and thus, the
degrees of freedom are negative for the models of the first
epoch. For the state of models in the following epoch, the
rank deficiencies are eliminated. As the SFPPP2 approach
applies the combined observations, the corresponding com-
putational efficiency is higher. For the SFPPP1 and DFPPP1
approaches, the ionospheric terms are directly estimated as
unknowns. The difference between the SFPPP1 and SFPPP2
approaches is that the ionospheric observables in the SFPPP2
approach are affected by leveling errors and measurement
noises. The difference between the DFPPP1 model and two
single-frequency models is that the ionospheric observables
constitute the receiver DCB. Theoretically, the ionospheric
observables from the dual-frequency PPP model are more
accurate than those from the single-frequency PPP approaches.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Data Processing Strategy

For analyzing the experimental performance,
77 Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) stations that are
capable of tracking the BDS (BDS-2 + BDS-3) signals in
October 2020 are selected to conduct the SFPPP1, SFPPP2,
and DFPPP1 solutions to estimate the ionospheric VTEC
and satellite OSB. The corresponding distribution diagram
of the MGEX stations is shown in Fig. 1. The BDS-only
PPP solutions are selected as the representative schemes
of the GNSS systems although the present approaches are
also adapted to multi-GNSS scenarios. The single-frequency
PPP approaches are based on the BDS-3 B1I signal, and the
B1I/B3I dual-frequency measurements are applied for the
dual-frequency PPP approach. With respect to the PPP data
processing strategy, the Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum
(GFZ) precise orbit and clock products are utilized. The
forward and backward Kalman filters are applied, and
the ionospheric delay is estimated as the random walk
(10−4 m2/s) in SFPPP1 and DFPPP1 solutions. The estimable
ionospheric delay absorbs the receiver clock with respect

Fig. 2. Estimated slant ionospheric delay at station ULAB on DOY 288,
2020, from the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches.

to the first epoch. The satellites with the elevation cutoff
of 7.5◦ are selected for the PPP solutions. In the step of
the ionospheric VTEC and satellite OSB estimation, the
elevation cutoff of 20◦ is applied to avoid the effect of the
PPP convergence period [43]. The multilayer MF instead of
the single-layer MF is applied to alleviate the MF errors. The
processing strategies of the other error items can refer to [41].

B. Analysis of Slant Ionospheric Observables

We first evaluate the performance of the extracted slant
ionospheric observables, which is the prerequisite of the
ionospheric VTEC and satellite OSB estimation. The differ-
ences of the retrieved ionospheric observables from different
approaches can reflect the bias consistency. Suppose that the
ionospheric observables from different methods are consis-
tent; their differences should follow the Gaussian distribution.
Moreover, as the satellite hardware delay can be eliminated
when creating differences for the same satellites, the standard
deviation (STD) of the remaining biases can reflect the noise
and leveling errors.

Fig. 2 displays the estimated slant ionospheric delays from
the two single-frequency PPP models, as well as the DFPPP1
model at one randomly selected station ULAB on day of year
(DOY) 288, 2020. The ionospheric observables of the different
satellites are represented by different colors. As discussed
above, the estimated ionospheric observables from the single-
frequency PPP models contain the pure ionospheric values,
satellite DCB, receiver hardware, and receiver clock with
respect to the first epoch. The ionospheric observables from
the dual-frequency PPP include the pure ionospheric values,
satellite, and receiver DCB. We can see that the ionospheric
observables of the three PPP approaches have a similar vari-
ation trend with certain reliability.
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Fig. 3. Slant ionospheric delay estimated from the SFPPP1, SFPPP2,
and DFPPP1 solutions against the elevation at C26 at station ULAB on
DOY 288, 2020.

Fig. 4. Histogram distribution of the STD for the slant ionospheric delay
difference from the SFPPP1 and SFPPP2 solutions with respect to the DFPPP1
solution. (a) and (b) Corresponding median and mean values.

Putting the estimated ionospheric observables from three
PPP approaches together, the ionospheric observables of the
three methods against the elevation at C26 at station ULAB
on DOY 288, 2020, are depicted in Fig. 3. The ionospheric
observables from the dual-frequency PPP model are selected
as the reference to indicate the bias consistency. We can
see that the reparameterized ionospheric observables from the
SFPPP1 and SFPPP2 approaches generally overlap each other,
which indicates that the ionospheric observables from two
single-frequency PPP solutions are generally consistent with
each other. The ionospheric delays from the dual-frequency
PPP model are away from that of the single-frequency PPP
models for the corresponding ionospheric delays in dual-
frequency PPP that encompasses the receiver DCB. As the
ionospheric observables from the dual-frequency PPP solution
have the highest accuracy, we select the ionospheric observ-
ables from the dual-frequency PPP solution as the reference
value. We calculated the STD of the daily differences for
the ionospheric observables obtained from the SFPPP1 and
SFPPP2 approaches with respect to that from the DFPPP1
approach.

Fig. 4 displays the histogram distribution of the STD
for the slant ionospheric delay difference from the SFPPP1
and SFPPP2 solutions with respect to the DFPPP1 solu-
tion. The median and mean values of the STD are also
shown in the figure. The noise and the leveling errors of
the ionospheric observables are reflected in the STD of the
ionospheric delay difference. The SFPPP1 approach delivers
a slightly better agreement than the SFPPP2 solution with
respect to the dual-frequency PPP approach. The mean STDs
of the ionospheric observable differences for the SFPPP1
and SFPPP2 with respect to the DFPPP1 approach are 0.23
and 0.41 m, respectively. The effects of the pseudorange
noises and leveling errors bring about the larger STD in the
SFPPP2 approach. Both two single-frequency PPP methods

Fig. 5. Single difference of the slant ionospheric observables at the collocated
stations WTZS and WTZZ on DOY 288, 2020, for the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and
DFPPP1 solutions.

TABLE II

INFORMATION OF THE SHORT BASELINES

are capable of extracting the slant ionospheric observables with
the accuracy of submeters.

The single difference of ionospheric observables extracted
with the same method at the collocated receivers observ-
ing the same satellite will remove the ionospheric effect
and corresponding satellite DCB. Hence, we can evaluate
the magnitude of the ionospheric observables leveling errors
using the measurements from the zero- or short-baseline data.
Fig. 5 depicts the single difference of the slant ionospheric
observables at the collocated stations WTZS and WTZZ on
DOY 288, 2020, for the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1
solutions. The differences of the observables from different
satellites are represented by different colors. The STDs of the
single-difference ionospheric observables from the SFPPP1,
SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches are 0.14, 0.31, and 0.06 m,
respectively. The two single-frequency PPP approaches exhibit
the noise level of the submeter, which is considerably larger
than that from the DFPPP1 solution with the centimeter noise
level.

The five short baselines are established to analyze the
leveling errors of the present methods, and the information
of the baselines is given in Table II. We processed all the
five short baselines, and the average STDs of the ionospheric
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Fig. 6. Average STD of the ionospheric observable differences of the
established short baselines for the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches.

Fig. 7. Time series of the ionospheric VTEC estimates for the random
stations BRST, GAMG, JFNG, NRMG, SUTM, and WIND retrieved with the
SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 solutions with the single-layer and multilayer
MFs, in which “_1” and “_2” denote the solutions with the single-layer and
multilayer MFs and also adopt for Figs. 8–12.

observable differences of the short baselines for the SFPPP1,
SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches are displayed in Fig. 6.
The STDs of the ionospheric observable differences from two
single-frequency PPP approaches range from 0.1 to 0.7 m.
The leveling errors of the SFPPP2 are slightly larger than
the SFPPP1 approach. Compared with the single-frequency
PPP solution, the leveling errors of the DFPPP1 are evidently
reduced with better model strength and more observations.

C. Analysis of Ionospheric VTEC

To evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed
approaches, the ionospheric VTEC values are estimated by
the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 with the single-layer
and multilayer MFs, respectively. As the representative case,
Fig. 7 depicts the time series of the ionospheric VTEC
estimates with the 5-min resolution retrieved with the SFPPP1,
SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 solutions at six random stations, BRST,
GAMG, JFNG, NRMG, SUTM, and WIND, at one randomly
selected day with the single-layer and multilayer MFs. The
ionospheric VTEC values from the International GNSS Ser-
vices (IGS) global ionospheric map (GIM) are also shown in
the figure as the reference, which has the accuracy of 2–8 TEC
unit (TECU) [44]. We can see that the root mean square (rms)
values of the estimated VTEC errors range from 0.4 to 3.0
TECU with respect to the GIM values for the selected stations.

Furthermore, Fig. 8 depicts the time series of the
ionospheric VTEC estimates with a 5-min time resolution
retrieved with the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches
with two MFs at a pair of the collocated stations KIT3

Fig. 8. Time series of the ionospheric VTEC estimates at the collocated
stations KIT3 and KITG retrieved with the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1
solutions with the single-layer and multilayer MFs on DOY 275, 290, and
305, 2020.

Fig. 9. Time series of the estimated ionospheric VTEC differences at the
collocated stations KIT3 and KITG retrieved with the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and
DFPPP1 solutions with the single-layer and multilayer MFs on DOY 275,
290, and 305, 2020.

and KITG on DOY 275, 290, and 305, 2020, respectively.
Theoretically, the VTEC values of the collocated receivers can
be considered equally. We can see that the VTEC values of
the two stations have a similar diurnal variation, where the
minimum values are near the local night and the maximum
values are near the local noon. The VTEC values extracted
with the single-layer MF have better consistency with the
GIM values in which the GIM VTEC values also adopt the
single-layer MF, which neglects the ionospheric horizontal
gradient [7].

Now, turn to Fig. 9, in which the estimated ionospheric
VTEC differences of the two collocated stations KIT3 and
KITG retrieved with the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1
solutions with two MFs on three days are described. The
VTEC precision of the corresponding approaches can be
reflected by the rms of the ionospheric VTEC single-difference
values. The results indicate that the VTEC values derived
by the single-frequency PPP approaches are slightly worse
than the dual-frequency solution. Moreover, the estimated
ionospheric VTEC values by the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and
DFPPP1 approaches with the multilayer MF have better accu-
racy than that with the single-layer MF.

Fig. 10 depicts the distribution of the rms, mean, and STD of
the estimated ionospheric VTEC differences by the SFPPP1,
SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches with two MFs with respect
to the IGS GIM products. The median and mean values of
the rms, mean, and STD are also summarized in the figure.
Using the IGS GIM as the reference, the mean rms error of
estimated ionospheric VTEC values is approximately 2 TECU.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of the rms, mean, and STD of the estimated ionospheric
VTEC differences by the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches with two
MFs compared with the IGS GIM products. (a) and (b) Corresponding median
and mean values.

Fig. 11. Distribution of the rms, mean, and STD of the estimated ionospheric
VTEC differences compared with the VTEC estimates by the DFPPP method
using the corresponding MF.

As a whole, the estimated ionospheric VTEC values with the
multilayer MF are less than that from the single-layer MF.
No significant differences are observed for the rms and STD
of the VTEC differences within the different approaches.

What needs illustration is that the IGS GIM product
applies the dual-frequency approach and single-layer MF
strategy [45]. To better analyze and quantify the esti-
mated ionospheric VTEC value by the single-frequency PPP
approaches, Fig. 11 depicts the rms, mean, and STD of the
ionospheric VTEC difference with the two single-frequency
PPP approaches with two MFs by comparing the DFPPP1 with
the same MF approach. The accuracy of the VTEC estimates
with multilayer MF is improved compared with that of the
single-layer MF using the values from the dual-frequency
PPP as the reference. The ionospheric VTEC accuracy with
the SFPPP2 is slightly worse than the SFPPP1 solution.

Fig. 12. Average rms of the estimated ionospheric VTEC differences of the
established short baselines for the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches
with the single-layer and multilayer MFs.

The median rms errors of the VTEC estimated by two single-
frequency PPP approaches with two MFs are 0.3, 0.2, 0.9, and
0.7 TECU, respectively.

Fig. 12 depicts the average rms of the estimated ionospheric
VTEC differences of the five established short baselines for
the three PPP methods with the single-layer and multilayer
MFs. The ionospheric VTEC accuracy is improved with the
multilayer MF compared to the single-layer MF; for instance,
the average rms values of the ionospheric VTEC differences
for the baseline KIT3-KITG decrease from (0.45, 0.47, 0.29)
TECU to (0.39, 0.40, 0.25) TECU for the SFPPP1, SFPPP2,
and DFPPP1 approaches, respectively. Due to the effect of the
leveling error and pseudorange noises, the ionospheric VTEC
accuracy for the SFPPP2 approach is little worse than that
from the SFPPP1 approach. The results of the established five
short-baseline data indicate that ionospheric VTEC accuracy
can reach the submeter level.

D. Analysis of the OSB Estimates

The estimated method of the BDS OSB is similar to the
IGGDCB (IGG stands for Institute of Geodesy and Geo-
physics) [46]. First, we need to precisely extract the slant
ionospheric observables based on the full-rank single- or dual-
frequency PPP approaches. The next step is to obtain the sums
of the satellite and receiver hardware delays for all the stations
through station-based ionospheric modeling. After imposing
the zero-mean constellation constraint and ionosphere-free
combined constraint for all observing satellites, the OSB val-
ues on the first and second frequency bands can be determined
with high accuracy. In this section, the BDS C2I and C6I
OSB estimates are validated with the stability and consistency
analysis.

Fig. 13 depicts the overview of the BDS C2I and C6I OSB
stability estimated with the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1
solutions with two MFs in October 2020. It is worth men-
tioning that the OSB values of different days are transformed
to the same zero-mean condition with the specific satellites;
otherwise, a systematical shift will arise for all involved
satellites. We can see that virtually all estimated satellite
OSB are relatively continuous and stable over time. Rarely
satellites are discontinued someday, for instance, the C45
satellite shifted several nanoseconds on DOY 288. The OSB
time series with different MFs is generally overlapped with
each other, and thus, we assumed that the OSB estimation is
little affected by the used MF. The OSB time series with three
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Fig. 13. Time series of the daily BDS-3 C2I and C6I OSB estimates on
October 2020 estimated by the SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 methods. The
values are shown with respect to the OSB value of the first day, and the OSB
time series is shifted by 10 ns.

approaches has similar variations. The new proposed single-
frequency approach is capable of estimating the satellite OSB
with certain reliability.

To analyze the estimated OSB stability, Figs. 14 and
15 depict the monthly mean and STD of the BDS C2I and C6I
signals with two MFs in October 2020. The BDS OSB values
are extensive, in which the mean OSB values range from −90
to 150 ns. In addition to the BDS-2 geostationary orbit (GEO)
satellites (C01, C02, C03, C04, and C05), the STDs of the
BDS satellites are less than 1 ns. The STDs of the BDS

Fig. 14. Mean OSB estimates of the BDS C2I and C6I signals with two
MFs on October 2020.

OSB estimated by the SFPPP1 and SFPPP2 approaches are
generally consistent with each other. For the DFPPP1 solution,
the estimated OSB time series is more stable with a less STD
value. Due to the condition of the ionosphere-free combined
constraint, the ratio of the mean and STD values of the OSB
is fixed with the value of −βi j/αi j . The OSB stability of the
C45 and C46 satellites is worse than that of the other satellites,
which is affected by the observation quality.

Fig. 16 depicts the monthly rms of the BDS C2I and
C6I OSB estimates with respect to the CAS products. The
mean monthly rms of the different constellations, including the
GEO, Inclined GeoSynchronous Orbit (IGSO), and medium
orbit (MEO), as well as all BDS constellations, is shown in
Fig. 16. The consistency of the GEO OSBs is worse than IGSO
and MEO with the factor of 2–3. The MEO consistency is
slightly worse than the IGSO due to the effect of the C45 and
C46 satellites. It is reasonable for the BDS to act as the newly
deployed system and part satellites are still in the verification
and testing phase. For SFPPP1 solution, rms with respect to
CAS product for C2I and C6I with two MFs is (0.38, 0.39,
0.57, 0.59) ns. For SFPPP2 solution, rms with respect to CAS
product for C2I and C6I with two MFs is (0.40, 0.41, 0.60,
0.63) ns. For the DFPPP1 solution, rms with respect to CAS
product for C2I and C6I with two MFs is (0.34, 0.35, 0.52,
0.54) ns. The proposed SFPPP2 method can provide the BDS
OSB estimation with high flexibility and precision.

E. Analysis of the Computation Efficiency

The section analyzes the computation efficiency of the
SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 approaches. The experiment
is conducted by the computer with the Windows 10 Operating
System and the AMD Ryzen 5 3600 Six-Core Processor
with a 3.59-GHz processor. The average computation times
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Fig. 15. Monthly STDs of the BDS C2I and C6I OSB estimates with two
MFs on October 2020. The mean STDs of the two signals with two MFs are
also depicted.

Fig. 16. RMS of the OSB estimates with respect to the CAS OSB products.
The mean rms of the two signals with two MFs is also depicted. (a)–(d) Mean
rms of the OSB for the GEO, ISGO, MEO, and all satellites.

of the BDS ionospheric VTEC estimation with respect to the
SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 models for the 77 selected
stations are 9.9, 7.0, and 12.7 s, respectively. The BDS satellite
pseudorange OSB estimation steps can be divided into two
steps. The first step computation efficiency is different with
the different PPP models. For the second step, the number of
satellite and receiver hardware delays from the three models is
the same. Hence, the computation time of the second step in
the pseudorange OSB estimation is at the same level, whose

mean value is 31.7 s. On the premise of the single-thread data
processing during the estimation, the computation times of the
BDS satellite pseudorange OSB estimation with respect to the
SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP1 models for the 77 selected
stations in one day are 13.2, 9.6, and 16.9 min, respectively.
The computation efficiency of the SFPPP2 model is the fastest
in which it applies the one ionosphere-free observables. The
proposed SFPPP2 model provides an alternative approach
with faster computational efficiency for ionospheric VTEC
modeling and satellite OSB estimation.

IV. CONCLUSION

The customary methods to estimate the ionospheric VTEC
include the SFPPP1, DFPPP1, and dual-frequency CCL meth-
ods with the aid of the ionospheric single-layer MF. The
study presented a novel SFPPP2 approach to estimate the
ionospheric VTEC and satellite OSB. The satellite OSB para-
meter is convenient and can be directly corrected in the raw
pseudorange observations. The ionospheric multilayer MF is
applied to improve the estimated ionospheric VTEC accuracy
by considering the effect of the horizontal gradients and
vertical ionosphere structures. In this work, we present the
SFPPP1, SFPPP2, and DFPPP2 approaches to extract the
slant ionospheric observables and estimate the ionospheric
VTEC and satellite OSB with the single-layer and multilayer
MFs. The performance of the three methods is evaluated in
terms of the extracted slant ionospheric observables, estimated
ionospheric VTEC, and satellite OSB using the datasets from
the 77 MGEX stations in a month. The main conclusions are
summarized as follows.

1) The extracted slant ionospheric observables from the
SFPPP2 approach are generally consistent with that
from the SFPPP1 approach. The pseudorange noises and
leveling errors of the extracted ionospheric observables
from the SFPPP2 approach are slightly larger than those
from the SFPPP1 approach. The single-frequency PPP
solutions can extract the slant ionospheric observables
with submeter accuracy.

2) The estimated VTEC accuracy from the single-
frequency PPP approaches is slightly worse than that
from the dual-frequency PPP. With the help of applying
ionospheric multilayer MF, the estimated VTEC accu-
racy is improved. Using the IGS GIM product as the
reference, the mean rms error of estimated ionospheric
VTEC values is approximately 2 TECU. Using the
VTEC values from the dual-frequency PPP with the
same MF approach, the accuracy of the estimated VTEC
values is less than 1 TECU. With the established five
short baselines data, the ionospheric VTEC accuracy can
reach the submeter level.

3) The estimated BDS C2I and C6I OSB estimates are
analyzed in terms of stability and consistency. The OSB
estimated with different MFs is consistent with each
other. The satellite OSB time series in a month is
continuous and stable with certain reliability. The STDs
of the BDS OSB estimated with different approaches
are consistent. Using the CAS products as the reference,
the accuracy of the GEO OSBs is worse than IGSO and
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MEO with the factor of 2–3. For the proposed SFPPP2
solution, rms’s with respect to CAS product for C2I and
C6I with two MFs are 0.40, 0.41, 0.60, and 0.63 ns.

In summary, the proposed SFPPP2 approach is demon-
strated as a reliable and effective method to retrieve the VTEC
and satellite pseudorange OSB by mass-market receivers,
which is advantageous for only the single-frequency pseudor-
ange and carrier phase measurements.
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